We present the results of a measurement of the spin-dependent asymmetry in 3 g ( i , e ' ) inelastic scattering at kinematics on the low-energy transfer side of the quasielastic peak, including the region near the breakup threshold. Comparison with existing calculation., based upon the plane wave impulse approximation shows significant deviation between the data and the nlodel near the breakup threshold. Good agreement between data and theory is seen at higher energy transfer. PACS number(s): 24.70. +s, 25.10. +s, 25.30.Fj Because there are as yet no practical free neutron targets, infornlation about the properties of the neutron is often extracted froin scattering experiments using nuclear targets, subtracting the contribution from the protons in the nucleus and correcting for reaction mechanisms arising from interactions between the particles within the nucleus. One nucleus used for this purpose is polarized 'He [I]. The basis for the suggestion that polarized 'He makes a good polarized neutron target is the fact that the dominant component of the ground-state wavc function is the spatially symmetric. spinisospin antisymmetric S statc in which the spin of the nucleus is carried entirely by the neutron. The D and S' components of the wave function dilute the fraction of the nuclear spin carried by the neutron ( + 87%) and contribute a small proton polarization opposite to the nuclear spin direction ( -2.7%) [2] . Although the D and S' states constitute a relatively small fraction of the ground-state wave function, these components can contribute a substantial proton signal to the spin-dependent properties.
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We present the results of a measurement of the spin-dependent asymmetry in 3 g ( i , e ' ) inelastic scattering at kinematics on the low-energy transfer side of the quasielastic peak, including the region near the breakup threshold. Comparison with existing calculation., based upon the plane wave impulse approximation shows significant deviation between the data and the nlodel near the breakup threshold. Good agreement between data and theory is seen at higher energy transfer. Because there are as yet no practical free neutron targets, infornlation about the properties of the neutron is often extracted froin scattering experiments using nuclear targets, subtracting the contribution from the protons in the nucleus and correcting for reaction mechanisms arising from interactions between the particles within the nucleus. One nucleus used for this purpose is polarized 'He [I] . The basis for the suggestion that polarized 'He makes a good polarized neutron target is the fact that the dominant component of the ground-state wavc function is the spatially symmetric. spinisospin antisymmetric S statc in which the spin of the nucleus is carried entirely by the neutron. The D and S' components of the wave function dilute the fraction of the nuclear spin carried by the neutron ( + 87%) and contribute a small proton polarization opposite to the nuclear spin direction ( -2.7%) [2] . Although the D and S' states constitute a relatively small fraction of the ground-state wave function, these components can contribute a substantial proton signal to the spin-dependent properties.
If one is to extract the neutron properties froin experiments using polarized 3~e , the nuclear structure of the threebody system and the details of the reaction mechanism must be well understood. Because 3~e is a few body nucleus, exact calculations can be performed within a given theoretical model, and theoretical uncertainties associated with extracting the free neutron properties from a nuclear measurement are expected to be small. Until now, quasielastic electron scattering experiments with polarized 3~e have concentrated on the kinematic region near the top of the quasielastic peak where the model dependence of extracting the neutron properties from the physical asymmetry is expected to be smallest [3-71. The existing polarization data are not sufficient both to test the theoretical models and to provide information about the neutron form factors. Additional data from polarized 3~e is needed if we are to construct reliable models for extracting the neutron charge form factor Gg from experiments using polarized 3~e targets.
One kinematic region where measurements of the inclusive inelastic asymmetry are expected to provide significant constraints on theoretical models is the low-energy transfer side of the quasielastic peak. In this region the contribution to the asymmetry from the D state is enhanced relative to the [8] , so at inelastic kinematics near the elastic peak one can expect to see a contribution from this reaction process. Although no polarization data are available, a measurement of the unpolarized cross section at the two-and three-body breakup thresholds has been made and compared to plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA) calculations and calculations including FSI [9] . The cross section calculations including FSI are in much better agreement with the data. In the immediate threshold region, very large differences (hundreds of percent) between the cross sections obtained from the PWIA and the more sophisticated calculations are seen.
For inclusive quasielastic scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons from a polarized spin-112 target, the spindependent asymmetry is given in terms of the quasielastic response functions as
The u K are kinematic factors, 0" and I$* are Euler angles defining the direction of the 'He spin relative to the momentum transfer q, [lo] RL and R , are the nuclear response functions that describe the unpolarized system, and RTt and RTL, are the spin-dependent response functions. To date, only PWIA calculations of the spin-dependent response functions and the asymmetry in inclusive inelastic scattering have been published [I 1,121 , and this approximation is not necessarilyvalid, especially outside the region near the top of the quasielastic peak. However, calculations of the unpolarized quasielastic response functions including both FST and MEC have been reported [13, 14] . The work of van Meijgaard and Tjon [14] uses a simplified S wave interaction and cannot be directly extended to describe the spin-dependent properties --in e -3~e scattering. On the other hand, the model of Schiavilla, Wiringa, and Carlson 11131, which includes the spin dependence of the interaction, both FSI and MEC, and treats the wave function and the interaction potential in an internally consistent manner, can be extended to describe spindependent scattering in a complete way. Calculations of the spin-dependent response functions within this formalism are underway and initial results for kinematics similar to those reported here show significant effects on RTr and R T L , from both FSI and MEC [IS] . Their initial results indicate that the wings of the quasielastic peak are good kinematic regions for tests of the reaction mechanism. In addition, Glockle et al. are calculating the 2-and 3-body breakup processes including FSI and kxpect sizable corrections in the low energy transfer region [16] .
We report here a measurement of the spin-dependent asymmetry at kinematics on the low-energy transfer side of the quasielastic peak. The experiment was performed at the MIT-Bates Linear Accelerator Center using 370 MeV longitudinally polarized electrons. The outgoing electrons were detected in the OHIPS spectrometer at a scattering angle of 70.1". The 3~e target spin quantization direction was 42.S0, which corresponds to 0" = 88.1° at the top of the quasielastic peak. With this target spin orientation, the experimental asymmetry is sensitive to the interference response function R,, . The kinematic region of the measurement extended from the three-body breakup threshold ( w = 37.3 MeV) to w = 55.7 MeV. The spectrometer resolution of 3.5 MeV FWHM does not allow us to distinguish the two-and three-body breakup thresholds in this measurement. The lower limit was chosen sufficiently far from the elastic peak that elastic events did not contribute substantially to the yield. The upper limit was selected to eliminate events near the cutoff in the momentum acceptance of the spectrometer.
The target and polarized source employed for this experiment are described elsewhere [6] . The target, which uses metastability-exchange optical pumping to polarize the 3~e nuclei [3] . was operated at 12.8 K and 2.15 torr with an effective target length of 10 cm to achieve a target thickness of 1.6X 10'~lcm'. The average electron beam current was 25 p A with a polarization of 36.5% as determined by measurements using a Moller polarimeter [17] . The beam helicity was flipped quasirandomly on a pulse-by-pulse basis throughout the experiment and the target spin direction was reversed several times per day to minimize systematic errors. The target polarization was monitored continuously and the beam polarization was measured daily. The systematic uncertainty in the target (beam) polarization is A P I P = 3 % ( 4 % ) .
The OHIPS spectrometer detector package consists of three planes of plastic sci?tillators, a crossed wire vertical drift chamber and a gas Cerenkov counter. The raw data trigger required a single hit in all three ccintillator planes. Offline cuts for good events included a Cerenkov requirement for pion rejection.
The spectrometer momentum acceptance was SpIpo = lo%, which was sufficient to collect events simultaneously from both the elastic peak (pel= 340.4 MeVIc) and part of the low-energy transfer side of the quasielastic peak. During the experiment, three different central momentum settings were used; for the purpose of extracting the elastic and inelastic asymmetries from the combined data set, the spectra with the different spectrometer settings were shifted so that the elastic peaks aligned. This was done to a precision of 2 0.2 MeV.
The inelastic asymmetry in the analyzed region was split into three bins for the analysis. A number of corrections were applied to extract the physical asymmetry, given in Eq. (I) , from the experimental asymmetry. The measured asymmetry was normalized by the target and beam polarizations. Corrections for dilution of the quasielastic cross section from yield from nontarget material and from events in the elastic radiative tail were applied. The asymmetry in the elastic tail was subtracted from the experimental asymmetry. These corrections are described in more detail below and the systematic uncertainty associated with each is shown in Table I . The uncertainties are specified for each energy bin because the inelastic cross section increases rapidly as one goes to higher energy transfer, so that the relative importance of each correction varied substantially with energy. In all instances, the TABLE I. Systematic uncertainty in the inelastic asymmetry arising from the correctioils for the empty target background, the total cross section normalization (u,,,) , the yield from the elastic radiative tail (ael) The only non-negligible sources of background were the target cell walls and windows. Figure l(a) shows the momentum spectrum with the target full and the target empty. Measured inelastic asymmetry as a function of w on the low energy transfer side of the quasielastic peak. The error bars indicate the statistical uncertainty. The asrows point to the two-and three-body breakup thresholds. The curves correspond to the PWIA calculations of Schulze and Sauer (solid) [21] and Salink et al. [27] (dashed). No inelastic radiative corrections have been applied to the experimental asymmetries. 
The elastic peak, the threshold region, and part of the low u (MeV) w side of the quasielastic peak are shown. In the region near the inelastic threshold, where the asymmetry is sensitive to background, it is particularly important to have low background yield. In the lowest momentum region used for this data analysis, background from nontarget material contributed less than 15% of the total yield. It was necessary to determine the total differential cross section in the inelastic region in order to apply corrections for the yield from the elastic tail. Because the three data sets gave slightly different cross sections for this region, for internal consistency the individual data sets were normalized to yield the experimentally known elastic cross section [18] corrected for radiative effects [19] . The normalization factors range from 1.05 to 1.19 for the different data sets. An uncertainty of A u / u = 15% is assigned to the total cross section in this region to account for uncertainties in the normalization.
Corrections were applied for the asymmetry and yield from the elastic radiative tail. The cross section of the elastic radiative tail was calculated using the procedure of Mo and Tsai [19] separately for each beam helicity, with the asymmetry calculated from the difference in the cross sections for the two beam helicity states. The calculated cross section and asymmetry were momentum averaged to account for the momentum resolution of the spectrometer. An uncertainty of 10% in both cross section and asymmetry is assumed for the calculation of systematic errors. The maximum elastic contribution to the cross section occurs in the lowest energy transfer bin, where 15% of the total rate is attributed to events in the elastic radiative tail. For all energy bins, the correction to the asymmetry for the elastic radiative tail was significantly smaller than the statistical uncertainty.
The measured physics asymmetry as a function of w is shown in Fig. l(b) . The ersor bars indicate the statistical uncertainty. Table I1 shows the experimental asymmetry and the statistical and systematic uncertainties. Because the elastic peak was measured simultaneously, the elastic asymmetry was also extracted. The measured value of A e l = 29.95 3.9% agrees well with the prediction of 32.1% calculated from fits to experimental data for the elastic form factors [8] .
Also shown in Fig. l(b) are two PWIA calculations for the kinematics of this experiment. The solid line is the calculation of Schulze and Sauer [20] and the dashed line is the calculation of Salmi et al. [21] . As yet no calculations including FSI and MEC are available for comparison with this data. The experimental data agrees well with the PWIA at all but the lowest energy transfer where the experimental asymmetry is larger than the prediction by approximately 3 u. In contrast to PWIA calculations, the experimental data suggests that the asymmetry near the breakup threshold may be large. Such a deviation from the simple reaction mechanism of the PWIA could be a signature for final state interactions or meson exchange currents. Alternatively, it may arise from the 3~e ground-state wave function, as it is possible that the two-body breakup part of the reaction is more important than estimated by the calculations in this region. For two-body breakup, the residual nucleus is the deuteron and the nucleon involved in the scattering process is a proton with spin oriented opposite to the spin of the 3~e nucleus. A large positive asymmetry is expected for scattering from a polarized proton of this orientation.
In conclusion, we have measured the spin-dependent & * asymmetry in 3~e ( e , e ') inelastic scattering near the breakup threshold. This is the first measurement in this kinematic region and the data complement ongoing theoretical work aimed at understanding the spin properties of few-body systems. The data suggest that near the breakup threshold the inelastic asymmetry may be large, in contradiction with PWIA calculations. This data will serve to constrain more detailed models of the spin-dependent scattering process that include the effects of final state interactions and meson exchange currents.
